Consider a linear and positive operator T acting on an ordered, F-normed linear space X. Assume that there exists an open neighborhood U 3 0 such that the trajectory {T"(x)} is attracted to a compact set Fu whenever x is taken from U and that the positive cone X+ is closed, proper, and reproducing. It is shown that if (X, X+) has the Riesz Decomposition Property then T has asymptotically periodic iterates.
Introduction
Asymptotic periodicity of iterates of positive contractions acting on Banach lattices was investigated by several authors in the last decade (see [LLY, V, B, K] ). It was proved in [B] that if a linear positive contraction T acting on a real Banach lattice X is constrictive (see the definition below) then there exist a sequence of positive normalized vectors yi, ... , yr in X and a sequence of positive (bounded) linear functionals Ax, ... , Ar on X such that for each x e X one has r (1) T"(x) = £A;-(x)yana)+R"(x) y=i where a is some permutation of the set {1, ... , r} and the remainder R"(x) -> 0 in the norm. An operator T satisfying (1) is called asymptotically periodic.
The first attempt to extend this result to constrictive operators acting on ordered Banach spaces was made by Miklavcic in [M] . He has considered a power bounded operator T, acting on a Banach space X, that preserves some fixed cone X+ c X (i.e., T(X+) ç X+). He has imposed on the cone X+ some extra conditions that allow him to establish the decomposition (1). However, we would like to notice that the ordered Banach spaces considered in [M] are actually Banach lattices. In fact, the condition (A2) in [M] implies that |x| = x+ + x_ is the modulus in (X, X+). Moreover the new norm ||x||i = sup{||T"(|x|)||: zz > 0} is equivalent to the old one, T is a contraction with respect to it, and (X, X+, || • ||i) is a Banach lattice.
The aim of this paper is to find some essentially weaker conditions than Miklavcic's assumption (A2) in [M] that still guarantee the asymptotic periodicity of trajectories. For instance it is easy to see that every positive and constrictive linear operator acting on the ordered Banach space C' ([0, 1] ) (with the positive cone Cx+i[0, 1]) = {/ e C'([0, 1]): fix) > 0 for every x e [0, 1]}) is asymptotically periodic. To show this, let us first remark that in this case every constrictive and positive linear operator T can be extended easily to a positive and constrictive operator T acting on the Banach lattice C([0, 1]). By the previous remarks we may assume that T is a contraction, so Theorem 1 in [B] (or Theorem 2.3 in [M] ) implies that all trajectories T"/ (where / is from C([0, 1])) have finite (»limit sets. An easy density argument shows that all these oz-limit sets are included in the Banach space C' ([0, 1] ). In particular we obtain the asymptotic periodicity of T in C' ([0, 1] ).
Motivated by the above we investigate asymptotic periodicity of constrictive and positive operators on ordered F-spaces with Riesz Decomposition Property (abbreviated by R.D.P.). It is well known that R.D.P. is essentially weaker than lattice axioms. We find this property to be crucial property of the pair (X, X+) that makes the asymptotic periodicity possible for positive and constrictive operators.
At the end of the note, we deal with positive and constrictive linear operators on the Banach lattice C2 ([0, 1] ). In particular, some properties of positive and finite-dimensional projections on this space are found.
Let X be a linear space over real numbers. A subset X+ ç X is said to be a (proper) cone (with vertex 0) if it satisfies the following conditions: if x e X+ and -x e X+ then x = 0 ; and if x e X+ and t > 0 then tx e X+ ; and if x, y e X+ then x + y e X+ . Every cone X+ induces a partial ordering on X by x < y if y -x g X+. A linear operator T : X -► X is called positive if T(x) < T(y) whenever x < y. We always assume that our cone is generating (i.e., X = X+ -X+). Let, in the space X, be given an F-norm || • || that makes the space X a complete F-space (see [R] for the definition). All operators considered in this note are linear and continuous with respect to the fixed Fnorm || • || on X. We also assume that the cone X+ is an F-norm closed subset of X. By X* we denote the vector space of all continuous, real functionals on X and By T* the adjoint operator to T. The dual cone X* is defined to be the set of all functionals A e X* such that A(x) > 0 for all x e X+ . We say that an ordered vector space (X, X+) has the Riesz Decomposition Property (R.D.P.) if for every u, v, w e X+ with u < v + w there exist uv, uw e X+ such that u¥ < v, and uw < w, and u = u» + uw . It is well known that all Riesz spaces (in particular all Banach lattices) have the R.D.P. The set of all order bounded functionals on X is denoted by X* (see [KN] for definitions and more details). The classical Riesz Theorem asserts that if X has the R.D.P. then Xb is a Riesz vector space. In particular, if Q is a finite-dimensional subspace of X, ordered by the generating cone Í2+ = X+ n Q, and (Q, Q+) has the R.D.P., then (fi, fí+) is actually a vector lattice. In fact, by the above-mentioned Riesz Theorem, (Q*, Si*_) is a vector lattice. Applying it once again to the dual space we have that (¿I**, Çlf) is a vector lattice, as is (Q, Q+). Finally it should be added that in a finite-dimensional case each proper closed generating cone is normal, so the order dual coincides with the algebraic dual and the Riesz Theorem is applicable here. Definition 2.1. A linear operator T:X-»X is called constrictive if there exist an open ball K(0, r) -{x e X: ||x|| < r} and a compact set F ç X such that for every xeK(0, r) the trajectory T"(x) is attracted to F (i.e., inf{||T"(x)-f||: feF}-v«0), Remark 2.1. For a Banach space, where the F-norm is simply a norm, it is enough to consider only r = 1 in the above definition (compare [LLY, B] or [M] ). Moreover, the homogeneity of the norm implies that T is constrictive if and only if for every bounded set B ç X there exists a compact set Fu such that every trajectory T"(x), which starts from a point x e B, is attracted to FB. For general F-spaces the definition of constrictivity should go through open balls rather than bounded sets. For instance, in the F-space XelN equipped with the F-norm OO . il j={ J every bounded and closed set is automatically compact. So, if constrictivity of operators were defined by bounded sets, the identity operator would be constrictive here. Our intention is to give such a definition of constrictivity that iterates of a constrictive operator are asymptotically close to compact (finitedimensional) operators. In sequel we will find Definition 2.1 to be an appropriate generalization of constrictivity in general F-spaces. Now let T be a constrictive operator on X. Since the completness of the F-norm is assumed, thus by the Mazur-Orlicz Theorem (see also [R, p. 39] ) the family of iterates {T" : n > 0} is equicontinuous, i.e., Ví>03¿>0 sup{||T"(x)|| : ||x|| < 6, n > 0} < e.
The co-limit set of the vector x from X is defined to be the set co(x) -{y e X: y = limT"*(x) for some sequence nk / oo}. Observe that if T is constrictive, then every trajectory y(x) -{T"(x): zz > 0} is a relatively compact subset of X, so for each x the w-limit set co(x) is nonempty, compact, and T-invariant (i.e., T(<y(x)) ç co(x)). The following lemma, which gathers some properties of the dynamical system (co(x), T), is essentially due to Dafermos and Slemrod (see [DS, p. 98] ).
Lemma 2.1. If T is a constrictive operator on X then (2.1 ) ye <u(x) =* <w(y) = co{x) ; (2.2) T| , . is an invertible mapping such that the family {T|" : n e Z} is equicontinuous on co{x).
Remark 2.2. Dafermos and Slemrod have proved (2.1) and (2.2) for arbitrary nonexpansive (not necessarily constrictive or linear) mappings acting on a complete metric space. Since they considered nonexpansive mappings, (2.2) had the following nicer version: T| ,, is an invertible isometry. If just equicontinuity of T" is given we cannot expect an isometry effect on co(x). However if the space X was appropriately renormed then it would be possible to have it. The proof of Lemma 2.1 is standard and may be modeled on the original proof of Theorem 1 in [DS] . Now let us set £2 = Uxex w(x) • ^ *s easy t0 n°tice that £2 is a closed and T-invariant subset of X. Moreover, because of Lemma 2.1, the properties of the dynamical system (£2, T) are also very nice. We collect them in the next lemma. Some of these properties were presented in [B] , but only in the case when T was a positive and constrictive contraction on a Banach lattice. For the reader's convenience a complete proof is presented here.
Lemma 2.2. Let T be a constrictive operator on an F-space X. Then (2.3) £2 is a finite-dimensional subspace of X ; (2.4) T|fi has the inverse on £2;
(2.5) the family {T\Q: n e If is equicontinuous on £2; (2.6) if T(X+) C X+ for some proper closed generating cone X+ ç X then T|^(£2+) Ç £2+ for arbitrary integer n where £2+ = X+ n £2 is a closed, proper, and generating cone in £2 ; (2.7) if T(X+) c X+ and (X, X+) has the R.D.P. then (£2, £2+) has the R.D.P. as well.
Proof. (2.3) For every x, y e £2 there exists a sequence nk / oc such that T-"*(x), T~"*(y) converge in £2 to x', y' respectively. By (2.2) and properties of the F-norm we have ||T"Hx' + y') -(x + y)|| < |rP*(x' -T-*(x))|| + ||T"<(y' -T?(y))|| -0.
This proves x + y e £2. Clearly if x e £2 then tx e £2 for every scalar /. It follows that Q is a linear subspace of X. Now let TJ = £2 n K(0, r) be an open ball in £2. Since for every x e U we have simutaneously T"k (x) -> x for some nk / oo (compare (2.1)) and T"(x) -» F compact U ç F. In particular, U must be a totally bounded neighborhood of 0 in £2, so £2 is finite dimensional (see [KN, p. 62] ).
(2.4) It has been noticed that T has the inverse on every oz-limit set oj(x) . Hence T|n is invertible as it is a linear operator "onto" acting on a finitedimensional vector space £2.
(2.5) We have to prove that for every £ > 0 there exists ô > 0 such that I|T|q(x)|| < e if ||x|| < S and zz e Z. It is easy (because of the mentioned Mazur and Orlicz Theorem) that if only positive zz is considered then for every e > 0 there exists a suitable ô > 0. Now let n e Z be arbitrary and ||x|| < S . Since T"k (x) -► x for some nk / oo ,
so ||T|^(x)|| < e since nk + n is positive when k is large enough. (2.6) By the closedness of the cone X+ the inclusion T|"(£2+) ç £2+ is obvious for positive zz. The similar argument as in the previous point shows that it is valid for arbitrary integer n . Clearly £2+ is closed as an intersection of two closed sets, and proper as a subset of a proper cone X+ . Since every x e £2 has a representation x = lim/t_00 T"* (x'+ -x'_) = x+ -x_ where x+ and x_ are in £2+ , the cone £2+ is generating for £2 .
(2.7) Assume that (X,X+) has the R.D.P. and xo<xi+X2 for some xo , xx , x2 £ £2+ . Since all orbits {T|^(x7): n e Z} (/ = 0, 1, 2) are precompact, we may choose nk / oo such that limi._^00T|£J"':(x7) = y, e £2+ for / = 0, 1, 2. Clearly yo < yi + y2 by the positivity of T and closedness of £2+ . Since (X, X+) has the R.D.P., there are zx , z2 e X+ such that z¡ < y; (j = 1, 2) and yo = zi + z2. Choosing a subsequence of nk if necessary we may guarantee the convergence of sequences T\^(zj) (j = 1, 2). Set x^ = lim^^ T\^(zj) e £2+ and let us notice that equicontinuity of the family {T|^: zz e Z} implies that x' < Xj and xo = x', + x'2 as well.
Following immediately is
Corollary 2.1. Let T be a constrictive operator on an ordered F-space X with a closed, proper, and generating cone X+.IfT is positive and the space X has the R.D.P. then the set of all T-recurrent vectors £2 is finite-dimensional Riesz space for the ordering inherited from X. Moreover T\a has a positive inverse T|~' on £2.
Convention. In the sequel, if x e £2 and n e Z then T|^(x) is abbreviated simply to T" (x).
To formulate the next results let us recall the following: (2.8) each vector y, is an atom of (£2, £2+) ; (2.9) base vectors yj are pairwise orthogonal in (£2, £2+); (2.10) x e £2+ if and only if x -iffj=x tjtj for some nonnegative t¡ ; (2.11) there are strictly positive scalars yj (j = I, ... , r) and a permutation a of the set {I, ... , r} such that T(y,) = yjya(j) \ (2.12) there exists a natural number d such that T|n = Id|n .
Proof. (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) follow from Theorem 26.11 in [LZ] .
(2.11) If T(y,-) were not an atom in (£2, £2+) then T(y7) = ¿£=1 tkyk for at least two positive tk and //. In particular T(y,-) > ?,y, for i = k, I. Since the operator T|~ is positive, y, > i,T-1(y,) (i = k, I). The atomness of y, implies T_1(y,) = ¿¡y, (i = k, I), which contradicts T|n is an isomorphism of £2. Hence in the expansion T(yy) = Ylk=x tkYk onry one term (let us denote it by ta(j)ya(j) = yjYa(j)) ^s nonzero and (2.11) is proved.
(2.12) Now let d be such a natural number that ad -id where a is the permutation described in (2.11). Iterating (2.11) we get T^y,) = /Ly, where ßj -7j7a(j) ' ' ' y^-'U) ■ To finish the proof it is enough to show that ß} -1 for every j = I,... ,r. But if ß}^ 1 then the orbit {Tnd(yj): ne If is not relatively compact, which contradicts the constrictivity assumption.
Remark 2.3. Let {j, a(j), ... , ap(j)} be a cycle of the permutation a (i.e., aP+lU) = j and p is the smallest with this property). It is clear that if the base vectors yai^ , I = 0, 1, ... , p, are replaced by yQ/(;) = T'(y,-) where I = 0, ... , p then the coefficients y^ij) = 1 . Since the permutation a can be decomposed on disjoint cycles, we are able to manage such a base yx, ■.. , yr in £2 that all coefficients yj in (2.11) are 1, and we assume that in the sequel our bases in £2 have this property.
Remark 2.4. The modulus of x e £2 is denoted by |x|ri. If X is a Banach lattice (or at least a Riesz space) then |x|q can be represented as limn^ooT^dxl) where d is the natural number from (2.12) and | • | denotes the modulus in X (compare [B, Proposition 1]). In general when (X, X+) has only the R.D.P. the modulus | • | may not be defined on the whole X. But even in this case | • |n is well described by the order < and asymptotic behaviour of T" . To show this let us consider F-closed sets Tx = {lim,,-^ T"d(y): x < y and -x < y} c £2+ for x e £2. By the positivity of T every set Tx is closed under minimum An. It follows that the infimum (with respect to <) of Yx is well defined and belongs to Tx, so |x|c. < inf(Tx). Obviously |x|cj e rx, so the opposite inequality holds as well. Finally we get \x\ci = inf(Tx). Now we are in position to formulate and prove the main result of this note. We base the proof on the method of Lasota, Li, and Yorke [LLY, Lemma 5.2]. For the reader's convenience a complete proof is presented here.
Theorem. Let T be a positive, constrictive, and linear operator on an ordered F-space X. Assume that the positive cone X+ is generating, closed, proper, and has the R.D.P. Then there exist a family of positive vectors yx, ... ,yr in X, a family of positive linear functionals Ax, ... , Ar in X*, and a permutation a of the set {I, ... , r} that where R¿(x*) -► 0 z'zz the weak* topology on X*.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 and Remark 2.3 there is an atomic base {yi, ... , yr} in £2 and a permutation a of the set {I , ... , r} such that T(y,) = ya(;), so (i) is obvious.
(ii) By constrictivity of T for every x e X there is a sequence nk / oo and scalars £,(x) (j = I, ... ,r) such that T"*(x) -* Jff}=\ Zj(*)jj ■ Clearly, if
x e X+ then for every j the coefficient c¡j(x) is nonnegative. We may assume that the sequence nk has the following form nk = s + dmk (if no we choose a suitable subsequence) where mk / oo and 0 < s < d -1. Now for arbitrary m e N we have
Ts+dm ( This means that a)*-limm_00T*'"dA/t = Ak . Now T*A*(x) = lim T*<mrf+1>A,(x) = AQ-1(fc)(x)+ lim Ak(Rmd+x(x)) = Aa-I{k)(x), so (iv) is proved.
(v) Let x* e X* and x e X be arbitrary. Since T*"(x*)(x) = x*(T"(x)) = Y!j=xAj{x)x*{ya»(l))+x*iRn{x)) = EU Aa-"(;)(x)x*(y;) + R*(x*)(x) and R"(x) -► 0 in the F-norm, the proof of (v) and the whole Theorem is completed. The following result can be easily deduced from our Theorem. In fact, asymptotic stability holds for a constrictive operator if and only if r = dim(£2) = 1 . We notice that the functional A must be positive for positive T.
Corollary 2.3. Let (X, X+) and T be as in the theorem. If for each xx , x2£ X+ with T"(x,) -» 0 (z = 1, 2) there exists z e X+ such that z < Tm(x,) (i = 1, 2) for some natural m and T" (z) -» 0 then T is asymptotically stable.
3. ., e¡(t) -t'). We emphasise that in the sequel the inequality < corresponds to the order introduced by the cone C+([0, 1]) in contrast with <, which is related to real numbers. By Corollary 2.2 constrictive and positive operators on C2([0, 1]) are asymptotically periodic, so we have eo, ex, e2. It can be easily inferred from previous results that such a projection must be 3-dimensional and have the form P(/) = f{0)e0 + Dxf{0)ex + \i¡D2f dp)e2 for some probability p on [0, 1].
We end this note with the following criterion of asymptotic stability in C2([0,1]). Proof. Assume that the operator T is asymptotically stable. Then the space £2 is 1-dimensional, so £2 = {tfo: t £ E}. For every positive g with 0 £ coig) we have T"{g) -> A{g)fo where A(g) > 0. Since the convergence in C2 ([0, 1] ) is equivalent to the convergence of derivatives (in the sup norm), \\DJTmig) -Aig)DJfo\\sup < e if m is big enough {j = 0, 1, 2). Now if 0 < e < ^linf,.=0)1>2 infero, ,,/X/oM then ^/0 á Tm(g), and (3.5) is proved.
Suppose that the operator T satisfies (3.5). Since it is constrictive, the orbit co{fo) is finite. It follows from (3.4) that every two functions fx, f2£ coifo) satisfy yfx •< f2 for some positive scalar y. Let z, y be arbitrary atoms in £2. It remains to show that z = ty for some positive scalar t. By (3.5) there are my , m2 e N and ry , rz e R+ such that ryfolT*y and rzfo<Tm-z.
In particular, there are fx, f2£ co{fo) such that ryfx -< y and rzf2 -< z and consequently, we have yr2fx ■< z. Since z and v are atoms, y = tyfx and z = tzfx and the proof is complete. They can be easily proved using similar methods.
